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S-SERIES

#eS_SWIFT_1.5

5101000158   |   Available in  sizes: 5-14

_ Inspired by éS heritage

_ Hidden lace loops

_ Thermothane toe cap

_ Silicone embossed accent for 
   added durability and lace 
   protection

_ Lycra spandex tongue straps

_ STI molded Energy Foam footbed

_ Embroidered éS quarter logo

_ Mesh quarter panel and tongue 
   for breathability

The NEW SWIFT 1.5 is Inspired by our rich 90’s tech heritage 

and is fully loaded with function and style. The iconic silicone 

éS “Accent” on the ollie area connects deeply with a whole 

generation of skateboarders that understand the éS story 

of innovation, progression and style. The Swift 1.5 will 

continue the éS legacy of taking skateboarding to new, 

unknown levels. 

SWIFT 1.5

NEW
STYLE

BLACK / WHITE 976   |   Suede, Textile, Synthetic



The Accel Slim Mid provides snug ankle 

support and good looks. A perfect all around 

shoe with excellent boardfeel, durability, and 

comfort. Try some and take your skating to 

the next level.

5101000147   |   Available in sizes: 5-14

R-SERIES

BLACK 001   |   Suede / Mesh

 #eS_ACCEL_SLIM_MID_ Mid Top construction for ankle support

_ Lycra Spandex tongue straps

_ Molded STI Energy Foam Footbed

_ Minimal Tongue and Collar padding

_ Breathable tongue mesh

_ 400 NBS rubber cupsole outsole

_ Egg Crate midsole construction

ACCEL SLIM MID



R-SERIES

5101000144   |   Available in  sizes: 5-14

_ Lycra Spandex tongue straps

_ Molded STI Energy Foam Footbed

_ Minimal Tongue and Collar padding

_ Breathable tongue mesh

_ 400 NBS rubber cupsole outsole

_ Egg Crate midsole constructionThe Accel Slim has rapidly become the most 

requested shoe for the new generation of 

skaters.  As a refined version of the Accel OG 

it is a perfect all around shoe with excellent 

boardfeel, durability, and comfort. Try some 

and take your skating to the next level.

ACCEL SLIM
#eS_ACCEL_SLIM

BLACK / WHITE 976   |   Suede


